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Abstract—Triboelectric charging is used for many applications including electrostatic separation of granular insulating materials. For this application, the granules should get the highest electric charge, so that the electric field forces could easily separate them. Triboelectric
charging is a surface phenomenon and dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) is known for its
ability to change surface properties of different materials. This study is focused on the evaluation of the DBD factors that might enhance the triboelectric charging properties of Polypropylene (PP) mm-size granules: the discharge duration, as well as the frequency and the amplitude of the high-voltage. After having been exposed to the DBD, the granules were tribocharged in a vibratory device for 5 min. Then, the charge was measured by a Faraday pail
connected to an electrostatic voltmeter. The results show that under optimal operating conditions, DBD exposure can enhance the triboelectric charging by about 30%.

I. INTRODUCTION
Until recently, triboelectric charging of insulating materials was only considered as
source of electrostatic hazard [1-3]. In such a case, triboelectric charge needs to be the
lowest. However, the triboelectric effect is more and more used in electrostatic applications such as the separation of granular mixtures of insulating materials [4-7]. Indeed, the
efficiency of the electrostatic separation increases with the level of charge acquired by the
particles in tribocharging devices of vibratory-, rotary-, or fluidized-bed-type [6, 8-11].
These devices give high charges but are difficult to be integrated to industrial facilities.
One parameter which influences the acquired charge is the charging duration. The
longer the particles stay in the device, the highest is their charge. However, the increase of
charge duration implies the decrease of treated quantities in a given unit of time. Moreover, no tribocharging device is able to highly charge all materials.
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Tribocharging is known to be a surface phenomenon. With plasma treatment being able
to change the surface state of insulating materials [12-15], is can be expected that their
tribocharging characteristics could be modified by exposing them to a dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD). The aim of this study is to show the effect of ambient-air DBD duration, voltage and frequency on the triboelectric charge of PP particles.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experiments were carried out at relative humidity of 57.8% - 60.1% and temperature of 18.8 °C – 19.5 °C.
A. Studied particles
This study was made on polypropylene (PP) particles originating from waste electric
and electronic equipment. Their size ranged between 2 mm and 6 mm (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Photograph of PP particles.

For each experiment, new 7-g samples of PP particles were used.
B. Dielectric barrier discharge set up
Firstly, particles were treated by a dielectric barrier discharge (Fig. 2) under atmospheric conditions. To create this DBD, a square waveform signal was produced by a function
generator (Yokogawa FG300). The amplitude and the frequency of the voltage provided
by this generator could be changed by the operator up to 20 V and up to 2.5 kHz respectively. The produced signal represented the input a high voltage power amplifier (Trek
model 30/20A; amplification ratio 1 V / 3000 V). Thus, the maximum amplitude of the
voltage applied to the upper electrode of the DBD reactor was 60 kV (centered on 0 V).
A digital oscilloscope (Lecroy, model Waveace 1001) was used to monitor the output
signal of the amplifier and also display the effective voltage, which was one of the factors
considered in the present study.
Dielectric barrier discharge was created between two aluminum disk-type electrodes of
75 mm diameter. The upper active electrode was mobile whereas the grounded one was
fixed. A square glass plate (150 mm x 150 mm x 3 mm) was put on the grounded electrode and represented the first dielectric barrier. Particles to treat were placed on this plate
with the help of a cylindrical support (diameter: 75 mm, height: 5 mm) that contained
them. A second glass barrier (150 mm x 150 mm x 5 mm) was placed between the upper
electrode and this cylinder. Plasma was thus created at the same place where particles
were.
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Fig. 2. DBD experimental setup

Based on the results of several preliminary experiments, three DBD factors were considered: signal frequency, f, range 50 to 1000 Hz, effective voltage, U, range 15 to 27
kV, treatment duration, t, range 1 to 600 s. The study was conducted according to a “onefactor-at-a-time” experimental design.
C. Tribocharging
After DBD treatment, the PP particles were tribocharged in a vibratory device (Retsch
AS200 basic). Thus, particles were placed in a stainless steel container which was put on
the vibrating plate of the device. For all experiments, the tribocharging duration and amplitude were respectively 5 min and 3 mm. Then, particle charge was measured by putting
them in a Faraday pail connected to an electrometer (Keithley, model 6514).

Fig 3. Vibratory tribocharging device. 1: Retsch vibratory device, 2: Stainless steel container (ϕ = 160 mm).
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Effect of DBD duration
To create an homogeneous DBD, the effective voltage and the signal frequency were
kept constant at 27 kV and 400 Hz respectively.
As shown in Figure 4, DBD duration had a significant effect on the triboelectric charge
of PP particles. Without DBD treatment, the 7 g samples got a charge of about 130 nC.
This value increased by 32% for 3 s treatment. However, for 30 s, the charge decreased
by 39%. In the experiment when the DBD was longer than 30 s, the particle charge
quickly decreased. The “antistatic” behavior of the PP particles wass due to the surface
modifications produced by the DBD. In fact, under DBD plasma exposure, the roughness
and the wettability increase. For short DBD exposure time (like 3 s), particles roughness
increases and creates charge traps at their surfaces whereas the wettability does not
change significantly. Thus, the acquired charge increase. However, for longer exposure
time, PP wettability increases and particles become conductive by absorbing atmospheric
moisture [13, 16-22].

Fig. 4. Effect of DBD duration on PP particles charge. U = 27 kV, f = 400 Hz.

Based on these results, the experiments described here after were carried out using a 3 s
treatment duration.
B. Effect of effective voltage
The characteristics of the HV amplifier limited the highest effective voltage to 27 kV
for a DBD frequency of 400 Hz. The results in Fig. 5 show that the higher is the voltage,
the higher is the acquired charge of particles. Indeed, DBD is more effective for high
voltages as it generates more changes in the surface characteristics of the particles, to
which it delivers more energy.
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Fig. 5 . Effect of DBD voltage on the triboelectric charge of PP. t = 3 s, f = 400 Hz.

C. Effect of signal frequency
To study the effect of DBD frequency on the tribocharge of PP, the effective voltage
and the treatment duration were kept constant at 21 kV and 3 s respectively.

Fig. 6. Effect of DBD frequency on the triboelectric charge of PP particles. t = 3 s, U = 21 kV.

The results displayed in Fig. 6 show that the frequency has not a high influence on the
triboelectric charging of PP as long as the DBD is homogeneous. Indeed, some studies
show that the DBD is homogeneous up to 800 Hz and become more filamentary beyond
this value [22-24]. Thus, some particles are not treated by DBD. That is why charge
slightly decreases for 1000 Hz.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The present study points out the influence of DBD treatment on the triboelectric charge
acquired by PP particles in a vibratory device. The results confirm that:
- DBD treatment modifies the tribocharging behavior of PP particles,
- Frequency has no influence on PP charge as long as DBD is homogeneous,
- Increasing the effective high voltage applied to the electrode of the DBD reactor for
short duration (typically, 3 s) has a significant effect on the tribocharging of PP
particles,
- DBD exposure time significantly influences the tribocharge, which can be either
improved or highly diminished.
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